Perceptions of feedback via e-portfolio; Effectiveness of feedback via e-portfolio; Usage of feedback via e-portfolio Appendix 5 Inclusion and exclusion criteria for formal search Table 3 . Inclusion and exclusion criteria for formal search
INCLUSION EXCLUSION Topic
All documents including feedback via e-portfolio as core element.
Papers focused only on: a. feedback or e-portfolio; b. feedback on implementation or e-portfolio design c. e-portfolio as a tool of research.
Study Design
All study designs. -
Type of Paper
Research (peer-reviewed) and nonresearch pieces (reviews, editorials, communications, conference proceedings, reports).
Documents not applying rigor and relevance criteria 30
Types of Setting
Evidence from higher (healthcare) educational setting.
Studies done in primary education setting.
Types of participants
Receivers AND givers of feedback (i.e., mentor-learner/ learner-leaner, learner-self). Appendix 6 Test for assessing relevance and rigour Recognition and discussion of the strengths/weaknesses of the implemented programme.
Some attempt to explain anomalous results and findings with reference to context and data.
Description of the factor affecting implementation.
Typified by terms ('model', 'process', or 'function'), verbs ('investigate', 'describes', 'explains'), topics ('experiences').
Insufficient information to enable the programme theory to surface.
Limited or no consideration of the context in which the programme took place.
Limited or no discussion of the differences between the design and orientation of programme theory (what was intended) and implementation (what really happened).
Limited or no discussion of the strengths/ weaknesses of the implemented programme.
No attempts to explain anomalous results and findings with reference to context and data.
Limited or no description of the factors affecting implementation.
Typified by only by mentioning an 'association' between variables. 
Yes Fairly No
The study methods are clearly reported. The study methods are appropriate to answer RQ. The sample characteristics enable generalizability. Raw data supports the study findings (conclusions). Limitations of the study are acknowledged and clearly reported.
